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Misbah Rasheed works as the 
superintendent of Dar-ul-Aman 
(DUA) shelter home in Lahore. She 
has set a great example of 
dedicated and focused work that 
produces timely results. Misbah 
combines her extensive experience 
with innovative approaches to bring 
improvement in the lives of those 
under her care. 

Dar-ul-Amans are government 
shelters for women in distress. Due 
to the important role they play in 
cases of violence against women, 
they come in close contact with 
GEP's work. GEP's sub-grantees 
work in collaboration with DUAs. training sessions within DUA to 
Dastak Charitable Trust (DCT) has enhance victims' life and business 
signed a Memorandum of skills. 
Understanding with Lahore DUA 
and is providing support in the Misbah recently shared her 
form of food for survivors and experiences with GEP in a 
some assets. Insan Foundation Trust conversation. 
(IFT) has provided a psycho-social 
counsellor for psychological 
counseling of survivors. Centre for 
Legal Aid Assistance and Settlement 
(CLAAS) has provided a lawyer for 
the facilitation of survivors, who is I am a qualified social worker 
providing free legal support to the with over eight years of experience 
survivors. Sudhar Society is holding 

Q. Please tell us a little about 
your professional background 
and journey. 

A. 
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in providing high quality care and support to with medical and psychological support. 
people who are socially excluded or who are Healthy activities were introduced for both 
experiencing problems in their lives as a survivors and staff including capacity building 
superintendent Dar-ul-Aman (DUA). I have a trainings, workshops, awareness raising campaigns, 
consistent track record of working successfully seminars to celebrate national and international 
with individuals, families and groups within a days, exhibitions, economic empowerment 
variety of settings. My areas of expertise are trainings and emergency services trainings. We 
understanding of women-related legislation, made additional efforts to improve networking 
gender issues, women's and children's rights. My and coordination with government departments, 
work involves the application of these concepts NGOs, judicial system, police, educational 
to complex cases, group work, and community institutes and media. This helped us improve the 
issues on the ground. It involves an ability to public image of DUA. A complaints-handling 
work collectively by understanding individual system was also introduced and residents were 
differences and respecting opinions. provided with a favorable environment to discuss 

their matters.

Moreover, since the start of my tenure, more 
attention is being paid towards the rehabilitation 
and reconciliation of residents through couples 
and family counseling. Many residents were 
reconciled and re-united with their families.  We 
did assessments of the staff's responsibilities and It was my good performance at the 
challenges. Feedback sessions were initiated to Gujranwala DUA that led to my current role in 
improve performance. Furthermore, DUA Lahore DUA in July 2012. It was indeed a proud 
building is extended after the proposal was moment for me to take the charge of Lahore 
accepted by the District Administration and land DUA. The truth is that it was a big challenge for 
was allocated. Renovation of the building is still in me, as the institution was passing through many 
process.  crises. Initially, there was the absence of many 

important resources. There was lack of security 
arrangements, a poor mechanism to produce the 
residents at court, institutional upheavals, 
exploitation of staff and resident's rights, poor 
coordination with other departments, 
unavailability of medical and psychological 
services, unavailability of the official and client's 

I think my efforts and supervision have record and many other things that needed 
resulted in DUA having proper documentation of attention. 
all the cases and proper record has been 
maintained which is an important asset of ours. 
We have ensured more active participation of 
government departments, NGOs and other 

Keeping in view all these challenges, I took forums.  Many residents were provided legal 
some initiatives on a priority basis. I took care of assistance and awareness through volunteer 
security arrangements, deployment of police network of DUA.
personnel round the clock and arranging for 
police escort to accompany survivors in the 
court. I also made arrangements for lady doctors 
from the health department and psychologists 
from women crises center to provide survivors 

Q.You are currently in charge of Lahore 
DUA. Where did you work before and how 
did that contribute to your learning? What 
kind of challenges did you face when you 
started at Lahore DUA? 

A. 

Q.What have been the major 
improvements that you were successful in 
bringing about in the administration of 
DUA? 

A. 

Q. What measures did you take to tackle 
these daunting challenges? 

A. 

Q. Are courts and police playing the 
required role for the safety and facilitation 
of survivors?

03

A. A. 

Q. You are part of the Seamless Service 
Delivery Hub for Victims of Gender-based 
Violence, Lahore. What do you suggest for 
its improvement and what is your 
assessment of its role? 

Previously we used to see a shortcoming in The concept of a Seamless Service Delivery 
this regard. But I have tried to bridge this gap Hub for Victims of Gender-based Violence is very 
during the three years that I have been at Lahore attractive and unique. In my initial meetings with 
DUA. I conduct regular coordination meetings GEP I had suggested to bring DUA into this 
with the police department. We are hoping to network to address the shortcomings and 
extend this kind of cooperation in other districts missing support. 
as well. We arrange for police escort to 
accompany victims to court so that they feel There is always room for improvement in any 
protected. project. I think that the seamless service model 

can be made more effective by improving 
Similarly our communication with the district communication so that unnecessary delays are 
session judge is also quite good and clear. Judges avoided. On the whole it is a very good support 
are aware of the situations surrounding the cases system. The government cannot do everything 
of women at the shelter. Whenever I feel that that is necessary and the joining together of 
there is some kind of lapse or gap I arrange for various organizations in a hub helps in addressing 
meetings to address it. issues which are in danger of being neglected. 

I would suggest continuation of this kind of 
collaboration and more smooth communication 
among the units of the hubs to make it more 
efficient. This coordination should be extended to 
provide maximum support to marginalized 
women and children.

Misbah at work at Lahore DUA.
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Q. What should be done further by the 
government for these survivors as well as 
for the betterment of DUA's services?

A.

Q. The kind of work you do can be very 
demanding. What kind of attitude you 
think one must have to continue in this line 
of work? 

A. 

have started the expansion and upgradation of 
our building through the help of the district 
administration. We have a current capacity of 50 
women whereas we house around 80 women. 
With a bigger facility we will be able to Proper planning should be in place to avoid 
accommodate more women with ease. delays in services by government as well as non-

government departments.  We engage with 
government departments to improve the level of 
service. Previously DUA did not have a warden. 
Key staff was also missing. Now we have 
addressed those concerns. DUA is still looking 
forward for the permanent hiring of doctors and 
psychologists to ensure support for the survivors I feel that I rely on some basic strengths. The 
on long term basis. We have hired security ability to understand the problems and needs of 
personnel and are also making efforts to get people under my care is very important. I draw 
doctors and psychologists on our panel on a lessons from my experience which allows me to 
regular basis. Tests and interviews have been assess, recommend and develop new strategic 
carried out in this regard. We are hoping for interventions and care packages to improve the 
permanent counseling services at DUA soon. We quality of the lives of the people for whom I 
are also trying to improve the legal set up. We work. 
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Gender Eqiuty Program (GEP) celebrated the home-based workers in new crafts and market 
talent and skills of women artisans from 12 skills. Twelve sub-grants were awarded to 
districts from all over Pakistan in an exhibition in organizations in all four provinces of Pakistan as 
Islamabad on November 28, 2015. Beautiful hand- well as in Gilgit-Baltistan under the theme of 
made products created by home-based women Promotion of Improved Livelihood for Informal 
workers were displayed at Centaurus Mall which Sector Workers. Approximately 1300 women 
is visited by over 30, 000 customers every day. were trained to improve and develop 30 enhanced 
Embroidered shawls, mufflers, kurtas, bags, shoes, market-driven personal and home-ware products 
decoration pieces and dry fruits were some of the under these grants. Women workers have also 
items on display. been educated on labor laws.
  
GEP’s national consultant Mogh Limited organized Women’s traditional skills and capacities were 
this exhibition. Mogh is a company originally based built through livelihood trainings and workshops 
in Chitral with presence all over Pakistan. It is the to enable them to make their products market-
national consultant of Gender Equity Program worthy. They learnt the concepts of designing and 
under its Grant Cycle 7-A. developing market-relevant products, and 
 integrating them into the market for high returns. 

A number of Trade Facilitation and Agreement Officer’s Representative Amna Farasat 
Communication Centers were also established at from USAID inaugurated the exhibition. Aurat 
district levels to act as marketing and Foundation’s Chief Operating Officer Naeem 
communication points for the workers.Mirza was also present.
  
Visitors showed great interest in the exhibition This exhibition marked the closure of GEP’s 12 
and appreciated the work of women artisans.sub-grants to support the training of women 

GEP beneficiaries showcase products in Islamabad

 Improving Women’s Livelihood

Misbah (center, front row) at an activity at Lahore DUA.

 GEP team and beneficiaries with Agreement Officer’s Representative, USAID Amna Farasat.
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Picture Gallery of GEP Exhibition in Islamabad

A GEP beneficiary displaying her products.

Traditional sandals with embroidery were at display at the exhibition.

A large number of visitors attended the exhibition.

Visitors expressed particular interest in the traditional kurtas made by beneficiaries of GEP.
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Nazia is a motivated and committed home-based worker 
based in Lahore. She has been working as a bangle maker 
and is now an entrepreneur thanks to proper training and 
guidance provided by Community Support Concern under 
Grant Cycle 7A of GEP.  

She faced many frustrating challenges, from lack of 
material to difficulty in getting some extra investment for 
her business, when she first started making bangles at 
home. Her family was not supportive in the beginning. She 
was a new comer in the market and had to work out of a 
single room at her house. Her husband was initially not 
supportive of her work but gradually came around as he 
saw her determination. Today he supports her in her 
efforts to be independent. 

Nazia was never one to despair. She overcame her 
problems by availing trainings offered by CSC. It enabled 
her to take more orders and concentrate on product 
quality and timely delivery. 

She has gained a good repute in the target market to get 
orders not only from her immediate locality but also 
from farther places as well. She delivers her products on 
order for events such as weddings and festivals. She 
participated in an exhibition at Centaurs Mall, Islamabad 
and earned Rs. 10, 000 in just four hours. She also participated in 3 days SAARC Trade 
Exhibition at Lahore and earned more than 25,000. 

Nazia is an encouraging example for all other women workers. She is supporting her family 
financially, and spends her own money on her children's education from profit of this 
business. 

Being a naturally ambitious person, Nazia aims to expand her present business by 
converting the ground floor of her house into a display and sale center. She also wants to 
hire more workers so that she can take more orders and meet all deadlines on time. She is 
improving the quality of her products to be able to access bigger markets and succeed in a 
competitive environment. 

Nazia has come a long way since 
she was earning only Rs. 2 per 
set of bangles through a middle 
man. Now she earns Rs. 400 per 
set by directly selling to 
customers while paying Rs. 100 
to her employees as a daily 
wage. She has a proper work 
station in her house and has 12 
women workers under her 
supervision. 

Case Study
Nazia 
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From local to global- GEP beneficiaries participate in SAARC 
Trade Exhibition in Lahore

Women home-based workers trained under GEP Kamal visited the stalls along with Regional 
displayed their products in the SAARC Trade Director Aurat Foundation Mumtaz Mughal and 
Exhibition in Lahore on December 4-6, 2015. other GEP staff. She appreciated the workers' 
Trained by sub-grantees Community Support efforts and achievements under Gender Equity 
Concern (CSC) and Potohar Organization for Program. She emphasized the need to develop 
Development Organization (PODA) these linkages between home based workers and Small 
workers were among 45 exhibitors from SAARC and Medium Enterprise Development Authority 
countries who showcased their products at the to expand their business.
fair organized by Trade and Development 
Authority of Pakistan. CSC and PODA are implementing GEP's projects 

of economic rehabilitation. They have trained 
The stalls included an art gallery, spices, workers in bangle-making and paper mashie 
handicrafts, jewelry, display of scientific inventions, under this program, which aims to improve their 
electronics, traditional garments, ceramics etc. skills and enhance knowledge towards business. 
GEP's sub-grantee HomeNet Pakistan also set its The women workers have displayed their work in 
stall with the material prepared by the home exhibitions arranged at local, provincial, national 
based workers of its own network. and international levels from time to time during 

the grant period. 
Chief of Party – Gender Equity Program Simi 

GEP beneficiaries with COP - GEP Simi Kamal at the SAARC exhibition.
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Highlights From Regions

Azad Jammu & Kashmir 

GEP held an event titled “”Role of Social Media in were also give at the end of the session such as 
Escalating Gender Based Violence” in implementation of code of conduct in 
collaboration with the Department of Sociology, educational institutes to curb cybercrimes, 
Azad Jammu and Kashmir University in enacting of anti-harassment committees in 
Muzaffarabad. A vibrant discussion was generated university under Azad Jammu and Kashmir's 
on the role of educational institutions in Sexual Harassment Act 2014, conducting 
preventing sexual harassment, social and awareness and advocacy programs in schools, 
psychological ramifications of violence and safety colleges, universities and workplaces and taking 
measures for women. Useful recommendations punitive measures against individuals involved in 
for measures to be taken for women's safety blackmailing, harassment or sexual attacks. 

Balochistan

Aurat Foundation and Pakistan Gender Coalition Prohibition Bill, formation of inquiry committees 
(PGC) proposed a pro-women legislative agenda at a under Anti-Harassment Act 2010 at all government 
mega event organized in collaboration with civil and non-government institutions, appointment of 
society in Quetta. Representatives from Balochistan Provincial Ombudsperson for implementation of Anti-
Public Service Commission, Social Welfare Harassment Act 2010 and the implementation of the 
Department, academia, civil society, media and the Domestic Violence Act. Other points included 
legal profession were present. measures for women's mental and physical health, 

facilitation for disabled women, women-friendly spaces 
A charter of demands for affirmative steps for at public institutions and gender-sensitive human 
women's protection and wellbeing was presented. The resource policies. Women parliamentarians committed 
main demands of this charter included establishment that they would make efforts for getting the proposed 
of Provincial Commission on the Status of Women in legislations passed from the assembly. 
Balochistan, enactment of the Child Marriage 

Panel discussion on Violence against Women at Azad Jammu Kashmir University.

10

Special Report on 16 Days of Activism against 
GBV

GEP ran an extensive nation-wide campaign of 16 days of 
activism against gender-based violence (GBV) reaching an 
audience of 8, 865, 599 from November 25 to December 
10, 2015. The campaign consisted of:
�Screening of GEP-produced cartoon series on GBV 

“Mein aur Meray Dost” in schools
�Panel discussion on Social Media: A New Dimension 

of Violence against Women
�GEP's participation in TV and radio talk shows
�Public service messages produced by GEP run on TV 

and radio
�Airing of “Mein aur Meray Dost” on Nickelodeon 
�GEP's advertisement printed in newspapers
�Streamer campaign in the capital
�Concluding event at Ramada Hotel consisting of 

theatrical and classical dance performances

GEP reaches Millions in 16 Days of Activism against 
Gender-based Violence

The outreach is summarized below:

Advocacy and publicity poster for 
GEP's 16 days campaign.

GEP involved all major national and regional print and electronic media outlets in this campaign.

Campaign activity

Events (screenings, panel discussions etc)

Airing of PSMs and cartoon series on TV

PSMs on radio 

Advertisements in print media

Total 

Outreach

1

2

3

4

10,899

68,40,000

10,00,000

10,14,700

8, 865, 599

1

2

3

Type Media

Newspaper

Radio

Television

Dawn, The News, The Nation, Tribune, Daily Times, Jang, Nawa-e-Waqt,
Daily Times, Express, Mashriq, Sada-e-olas

Radio Pakistan, FM 100, FM 107, FM 103, FM 89, FM 101 (USAID- Hum,
Aap Aur Behtar Zindagi), FM 91, FM 89.4 (largest radio network including
Waziristan and FATA)

Aaj TV, PTV World, Nickelodeon, Dawn News, ARY News, Geo News
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Panel discussion on Violence against Women at Azad Jammu Kashmir University.

10

Special Report on 16 Days of Activism against 
GBV

GEP ran an extensive nation-wide campaign of 16 days of 
activism against gender-based violence (GBV) reaching an 
audience of 8, 865, 599 from November 25 to December 
10, 2015. The campaign consisted of:
�Screening of GEP-produced cartoon series on GBV 

“Mein aur Meray Dost” in schools
�Panel discussion on Social Media: A New Dimension 

of Violence against Women
�GEP's participation in TV and radio talk shows
�Public service messages produced by GEP run on TV 

and radio
�Airing of “Mein aur Meray Dost” on Nickelodeon 
�GEP's advertisement printed in newspapers
�Streamer campaign in the capital
�Concluding event at Ramada Hotel consisting of 

theatrical and classical dance performances

GEP reaches Millions in 16 Days of Activism against 
Gender-based Violence

The outreach is summarized below:

Advocacy and publicity poster for 
GEP's 16 days campaign.

GEP involved all major national and regional print and electronic media outlets in this campaign.

Campaign activity

Events (screenings, panel discussions etc)

Airing of PSMs and cartoon series on TV

PSMs on radio 

Advertisements in print media

Total 

Outreach

1

2

3

4

10,899

68,40,000

10,00,000

10,14,700

8, 865, 599

1

2

3

Type Media

Newspaper

Radio

Television

Dawn, The News, The Nation, Tribune, Daily Times, Jang, Nawa-e-Waqt,
Daily Times, Express, Mashriq, Sada-e-olas

Radio Pakistan, FM 100, FM 107, FM 103, FM 89, FM 101 (USAID- Hum,
Aap Aur Behtar Zindagi), FM 91, FM 89.4 (largest radio network including
Waziristan and FATA)

Aaj TV, PTV World, Nickelodeon, Dawn News, ARY News, Geo News
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Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 

COMSATS University, Abbottabad and Rural from the cartoon. Their remarks indicated that 
Development Organization (RDO), Buner they had understood the theme quite well. The 
arranged for screenings of cartoon series. The faculty of the schools also expressed their 
screenings were followed by interactive happiness and eagerness to participate in more 
question and answer sessions. Students gave such events in the future. 
their feedback about the lessons they had learnt 

Punjab

Punjab region of GEP held a host of events to A rally was also held to honor survivors of 
mark 16 Days of Activism. These events included domestic and sexual violence, raise awareness on 
screenings of GEP 3D animated cartoon Mein gender based violence and urge men to play their 
Aur Meray Dost, rallies and panel discussions. role in the elimination of violence against women. 

Mr Marqus Ashraf of CLAAS said, “I actively 
Under-privileged children such as those from participated in the rally not as an administration 
gypsy communities were reached during the and finance officer but as a feminist where I 
campaign. GEP received requests from teachers passionately joined other men in shouting slogans 
to share more IEC material with them and to promote women's rights. I thank GEP and 
expressed willingness to conduct more CLAAS for making me believe in gender equality 
screenings in the future. “This is the first time the and promoting women's rights.”
children have watched such an informative movie 
in school,” a teacher at Al-Shafi Girls High School Panel discussions on violence against women in 
said. cyber space were also conducted in educational 

institutes. 

Rally taken by GEP sub-grantee CLAAS in Lahore.

12

GEP sub-grantee Publishing Extension Network different types of gender based violence, its status 
(PEN) held several events to mark 16 days of and the role of both male and females in 
activism against gender-based violence including a promotion of gender-based violence in Gilgit-
speech contest, a panel discussion, screenings of Baltistan. The participants identified and pointed 
cartoon series, sensitization workshop and an out various aspects of GBV. The discussion was 
event to celebrate international human rights day.  followed by a question-answer session and 

further deliberations and recommendations were 
The panel discussion generated a good analysis of shared by the panelists.

Islamabad Capital Territory

GEP's head office in Islamabad held an event event and spoke about the origin of the16 Days 
titled “Let Girls Go to School” to mark the of Activism.
conclusion of the 16 days campaign. The lively 
event showcased dance performances, a play and The classical bharatnatyam dance was performed 
a mime themed around the effect of gender- by Amna Mawaz while students from Iqra 
based violence on the lives of girls and women. University and the National College of Arts 
 staged the play and mime respectively. 
Chief Operating Officer Aurat Foundation Mr A streamer campaign was also held in the capital 
Naeem Mirza, Chief Strategy and Policy Officer during which messages were displayed at focal 
Mr Yunus Khalid and Chief of Party – GEP Ms points in Islamabad – Outside Serena Hotel, 
Simi Kamal attended the event. Mr Mirza Attaturk Avenue, Aapbara Market, F-6 Markaz, F-7 
congratulated GEP on holding the successful Markaz, Margalla Road and Khayaban-e- Iqbal.

Gilgit Baltistan

Mime performed by students of National College of Arts at Ramada Hotel, Islamabad at the concluding event of the 16 days campaign.
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National Advisory Forum Meeting in Gilgit

National Advisory Forum (NAF) meeting's its Local Support Organizations (LSOs). 

session 10-F generated pledges from GEP's seamless services delivery hub will 

members in Gilgit city on October 6, 2015 use LSOs for advocacy and awareness 

to make contributions to the continuation of campaigns.  

NAF's work. The purpose of this meeting Karakoram International University (KIU) 

was to engage the region by bringing will enable students to research women's 

together Pakistan Gender Coalition (PGC) suicidal trends in Gilgit Baltistan

members, sub-grantees, civil society and Women Protection Network, Skardu 

women's rights activists. committed to organize Women Leaders 

Conference in Gilgit-Baltistan.

Commitments made by NAF and PGC Amna Ansar, former member Gilgit 

members Baltistan Legislative Assembly, 

Aga Khan Rural Support Program volunteered to organize consultation 

(AKRSP) committed to facilitate GEP's meetings on harassment laws.

seamless services delivery hub through Women Protection Network, Skardu will 

�

�

�

�

�

Members Pledge Action at National Advisory Forum 
Meeting in Gilgit

Chief of Party – GEP Simi Kamal speaking at the meeting of NAF.

14

Panel discussion on Violence against Women at Sindh Madrassatul Islam University, Karachi.

Sindh

Sindh region organized a number of activities harassment through email, cyber-stalking, 
during the 16 days. Nearly a thousand students exploitation, tampering, defamation, visual 
were reached in the screenings of the cartoon surveillance and tracking. The dangerous rise in 
series at 18 schools. A very successful event was such incidents was highlighted and the need to 
held at Sindh Madressatul Islam University (SMIU) tackle the issue was emphasized. Speakers 
in Karachi to conduct a panel discussion on covered the psycho-social, legal, administrative 
“Social Media: New Dimension of Violence and institutional aspects of the issue. 
against Women.” Representatives from USAID 
attended the event. 
The discussion provided an insight into the 
experiences of girls and women who had faced 
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GEP at a Glance

A hub coordination meeting was held in Quetta and Sibi”.
on October 28, 2015 to devise the way forward Recommendations were given at the conclusion 
with the consultation of the stakeholders of the meeting. These included:
including Social Welfare Department, Health DUA staff should be trained in psychological 
Department and Medico Legal Department. The counseling for victims of gender-based 
status of the project deliverables and the violence to enable them to remain effective 
challenges were discussed. beyond the conclusion of GEP.

Resource centers should be established in 
The meeting was attended by officials of Social crisis centers and DUA should have IEC 
Welfare Department, Health Department, materials for children. 
Medico-legal Department, Women Development Establishment of an Industrial Home for 
Department, Aurat Foundation, Dar-ul-Aman survivors in DUA by utilizing the raw 
(DUA) and Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Women materials bought from the funds given by the 
Centers (SBBWC) from Quetta, Sibi and Khuzdar. government. 
Balochistan's Women Development Department is Inclusion of the police department and 
implementing a project “Strengthening of Women judiciary in projects and meetings
Development Department in combating Gender- Establishment of DUA in Khuzdar to facilitate 
based Violence through establishment of Resource survivors for whom it is difficult to travel to 
Centres and Toll free Helplines in Quetta, Khuzdar Quetta. 

�

�

�

�

�

Hub Coordination Meeting, Quetta 

Hub Coordination meeting under way in Quetta.

16

document case study of rape incident in members in it and work on laws for disabled 

Skardu and minority women. The action points of 

Mountain Areas Farmer Support the meeting included sharing of proposals 

Organization (MAFSO) committed to between KIU and WDD for projects in GB, 

organize an enterprise mela for women and taking on board the social welfare and 

in Skardu law departments.  

Participants discussed strategies to address Chief of Party – GEP Ms Simi Kamal also 

gender issues in Pakistan. They were updated met Ms Sobia Muqadam, Minister for Women 

on GEP's work so far. GEP has provided Development. They discussed important 

information services to 13, 492 women, matters such as the need for shelter homes 

psychological and legal support to 5, 072 and in Gilgit-Baltistan for women in distress 

referral services to 4, 877. Six sub-grants through cooperation between the 

have been awarded to organizations in Gilgit- government and GEP. GEP's interventions in 

Baltistan. An update on national and GB were explained to the minister who 

provincial meetings of NAF was also given. appreciated them. 

NAF members recommended 

decentralization of GEP, inclusion of PGC 

�

Minister for Women Development Sobia Muqadam with Chief of Party – GEP Simi Kamal.
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A pre-grant orientation meeting was held at and a network of media professionals relevant 
Aurat Foundation's Head Office in Islamabad to the issues of GEP by enhancing their 
with potential sub-grantees on December 15, understanding by required through special 
2015. GEP staff gave orientations on two grants seminars and workshops. 
to applicants under Grant Cycle 12. 

The second grant discussed in this meeting is to 
The Public Relations and Information Grant is be given in Gilgit-Baltistan under the theme 
being given under the theme of “Engaging with “Training women and men lawyers to provide 
Public Relations Organizations/Firms to legal services to women, including minority 
Highlight the Achievements of the Gender women”. This grant will result in enhancing 
Equity Program (GEP), managed by the Aurat lawyers' understanding of problems faced by 
Foundation, and to increase GEP's visibility women and their capacity to handle legal cases 
across Pakistan.” and increasing pro bono support. Men and 

women students of law at public colleges and 
Under this grant key messages would be universities will be assisted in developing 
identified to choose appropriate channels for expertise in handling gender related cases. As a 
the dissemination of information regarding result lawyers will become a resource pool at 
GEP's work. It would serve to generate a the local level and are expected to play a critical 
highlight the role of GEP in the development of role as future women's rights defenders.
infrastructure in Pakistan. The sub-grantee will 
develop a pro-active communication strategy 

Applicants get orientation at Head Office of Aurat Foundation, Islamabad.

Pre-grant Orientation Meeting, Islamabad 

18

Honorable Chief Justice of Balochistan High campaign for allocation and rehabilitation of 
Court Mr Justice Noor Muhammad Miskanzai women friendly spaces”. 
committed to provide women-friendly spaces at 
the premises of all district courts of Balochistan. Justice Miskanzai pointed out that the efforts of 
He said this during the inauguration of a women- GEP were highlighting how many important 
friendly space (waiting room and toilet) at things affecting women were generally ignored in 
District Court Sibi on December 29, 2015. The mainstream development programs. He also 
ceremony was attended by the full bench of announced the provision of air conditioner for 
Balochistan High Court, lawyers and the waiting room in district court of Sibi and 
representatives of the bar council. ensured Aurat Foundation team to taking suo 

moto notice of cases of gender-based violence if 
The waiting room is rehabilitated by Drugs and and when FIRs were not registered on time.  He 
Narcotics Educational Services for Humanity informed the participants that the cases of honor 
(DANESH) under GEP sub-grant during Grant killing would be trailed under anti-terrorism 
Cycle 7B under the theme of "Advocacy courts. 

Chief Justice Baluchistan High Court promises Women-friendly 
Spaces at Courts 

Chief Justice Balochistan High Court (center) at the inauguration.
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Nadia Tariq works for Asia Foundation which is 
the partner of Aurat Foundation for the Gender 
Equity Program. She was part of the team that 
developed the original proposal for GEP and was 
part of the start-up team. From August 2010 to 
June 2014 she made substantive contributions to 
GEP as Objective Manager – Gender-based 
Violence. 

Currently she is working on other projects of the 
Asia Foundation but provides input to GEP when 
needed. 

Nadia recently shared her early memories of 
GEP’s formative years. 

 I started out as a journalist. I had studied mass 
communication. I have always been interested in 
people, especially marginalized groups. As a young interested in development and I did my major 
journalist I used to write features on marginalized and my thesis in this area. In a way I have taken 
segments of society, their issues and challenges. on both these fields together. And even now that 

I am pursuing a full-time career in the 
I felt that even though I was trying to influence development sector I still like to write. Sadly, I am 
people and promote significant issues, I was still not able to write as much as and as frequently as 
working from the periphery. So then I decided to I would like to but I still do. Within GEP I wrote 
pursue a full-time career in the development case studies. I was part of making Mein aur Meray 
sector and that is how I got into this field. Dost, an animated cartoon series which has a 

very strong message of gender equity for 
When I joined the Asia Foundation, we worked children. 
on the proposal for the Gender Equity Program 
(GEP). I was part of that original team. It was very Before joining GEP I used to write a lot for ‘In 
logical and natural for me to want to work within Asia’ which is the blog of the Asia Foundation. 
GEP. That is how I got into GEP. After that it was 
a roller coaster ride and I enjoyed every moment 
of it! 

It was a very different world at that point. 
Things were much more chaotic but all the more 
fun because we used to work together to 
develop basic documents, grant manuals, 
templates for the solicitation RFA etc. I think it 

Even as a young master’s student I was was a very good team. We were a young team, all 

Q. Please tell us a little about your 
background. 

A.

Q. Please share your experiences of the 
initial years of GEP. 

Q. A. 
communication to development sector 
work out for you? Did you continue 
working as a journalist?

A. 

How did this shift from mass 

GEP Alumni
Nadia Tariq

20

Women Development Foundation Pakistan platform to women entrepreneurs for their 
(WDFP) and Health and Nutrition development.
Development Society (HANDS) jointly 
organized two days seminar and exhibition Guest speakers discussed issues like women 
“Empowered Women, Empowered Society” in workers' rights, challenges, policies, 
Karachi on October 10 – 11, 2015. The event opportunities and future strategies and also 
was organized under the GEP Grant Cycle 7A made an appeal to parliamentarians to pass the 
under the theme of "Promoting Improved bill for the empowerment of HBWs. 
Livelihoods for Informal Sector Workers”.

Ms Mahnaz Rehman, Resident Director Aurat 
Women Home Based Workers (WHBWs) of Foundation, explained the objectives of GEP and 
Lyari, Korangi, Sultanabad and Ibrahim Hyderi said that it aimed at closing the gender gap in 
showcased traditional Balochi, Sindhi and Pakistan by proactively supporting the 
Multani embroided kurtis which were highly development of women. She emphasized the 
appreciated  by a huge number of visitors. In need to strictly implement labor laws both in 
addition, women entrepreneurs from different public and private sectors. 
areas of Karachi, Thar and Khairpur participated 
in the exhibition and displayed their handmade There was also a theater performance by MIT 
products. The exhibition was inaugurated by Dr. Educational Group and a musical performance 
Nasim-ul-Ghani Sahito, Provincial Coordinator by The Expandable Band which added more 
Benazir Bhutto Shaheed Youth Development color to the event and was thoroughly enjoyed 
Program (BBSYDP), who visited the stalls and by the audience. 
appreciated the efforts of WDFP for providing a 

Participants at the seminar.

Empowered Women, Empowered Society – Sub-grantees hold 
Seminar & Exhibition in Karachi 
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effective also. I sincerely hope that our partners survivor. They were very passionate about the 
are able to carry on with the same momentum cause that they were pursuing. Unfortunately, I 
that GEP has built. think this is something that is still missing in 

Pakistan. 

In terms of their strategic innovative 
approaches, in Pakistan we still don’t work with 
perpetrators of gender crimes. They do that 
over there. They have rehabilitation programs 
and rehabilitation centers in which they help 

It was a great experience and I had a very perpetrators re-integrate into society, take that 
good time with colleagues. The tour was label off themselves and start leading healthy 
planned with a lot of depth. Normally when you and positive lives after having spent their time in 
go on a study tour to a country you just get jail. So once that punishment is over, it is actually 
theoretical and academic knowledge about it. over. In Pakistan unfortunately that is not the 
But in this tour, particularly because of its case. Plus their constitution gives a lot of leeway 
duration of two 2 weeks, we were actually able to develop and work on gender-based violence. 
to experience a lot of things first hand. We were So there is a government level ownership of the 
able to meet a lot of partners and discuss things issue as well. Increasingly, Pakistan has been 
with them. We went to Nairobi, Mombasa and getting there as well. 
some surrounding areas. 

One thing that we tried to do once we got back 
The trip was strategically planned. If we look at was to start working on our own GBV strategy 
the way the government and civil society works and we were able to work on a rehabilitation 
there to combat gender-based violence (GBV), it dimension. The strategy started from not just 
is still not as effective in Pakistan as it is over mapping and working directly with survivors but 
there. They are very united in putting together we were also focused on involving the family 
all the resources that they can muster to and identifying how to deal with them. I think 
combat GBV. Other than that, their civil society the idea of a rehabilitation program helped a lot 
is very organic. The people that we met working because there was that we were doing with 
in a particular area had in one way or the other Dastak which benefited a lot from the Kenyan 
experienced abuse directly. If they were not a experience. 
survivor themselves, they were related to a 

Q. 
study tour to Kenya. What were some of 
the differences and practices which you 
observed in terms of approach to gender 
issues? 

A. 

Tell us about your experience of the 
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of us. I worked with Hassan Akbar, Amna Raja, beginning it was challenging to develop this vision. 
Aisha Adil and Samina Naz. We worked like There Simi played a major role. The way she had 
friends. We still stay in touch. I still remember our envisioned things helped all of us develop clarity 
first grant cycle which we had to process. It was within GEP. 
my birthday and we were all working till ten at 
night. It was that kind of work. We all sat 
together in the office at the Asia Foundation, 
reviewing quite a few proposals. Even Chief of 
Party Simi Kamal did this reviewing work with us. It is very difficult to say if a project has met all 
It was not too structured at that time but there the goals which were set for it in the beginning. It 
was still some structure to that madness. We is a dynamic process which evolves as you go 
really used to have a great time. along. Approaches and strategies also change. So 

it is all a constantly evolving process. 

Pakistan is a huge country. A single project cannot 
I think the basic challenge was that things achieve everything. It would be very unrealistic to 

were not pre-set. We were also trying to expect that the Gender Equity Program would 
discover a relationship with each other, to change the entire gender landscape of the 
understand the expectations from each other country. That is not possible for one project to 
and trying to develop a bond with the colleagues do. Plus, it is also not possible for a project to 
in both organizations. show its complete impact while it is still running. 

Many of the achievements that GEP would 
Apart from that, I think the basic challenge, with contribute will actually become visible after it is 
the smaller organizations we were working with, concluded, indeed after a few years. 
was getting good proposals. We had set a very 
high bar. We realized that grass-roots level That said, I think GEP has contributed very 
organizations were not able to meet our significantly to the development landscape in 
expectations. We had a challenge shortlisting Pakistan in the sense that we have introduced 
good organizations. In hind sight, I think that we some innovative approaches. We have focused on 
were able to do a decent job there. We selected children, particularly boys. The innovative grant 
some good organizations that showed results. for Mein aur Meray Dost is a great example of 
Another challenge was that we did not even this. It really did the trick in terms of reaching out 
know what to develop. When we were soliciting to children. 
some grants, we realized that we were not able 
to get any response for them. We had to go for Then the seamless service approach is also very 
re-solicitation. We did not have re-solicitation unique. The fact that we have been able to take 
manuals or procedures. So we developed things one idea, work on it extensively, as opposed to 
as we progressed. working sporadically and spreading ourselves too 

thin, has worked really well in my opinion. 
Understanding the expectations from USAID was 
also a challenge. Many expectations were not as The work with the universities is also 
clear then as they are now. They were also unprecedented. GEP has worked with 26 public 
perhaps learning and understanding what they sector universities and helped them establish 
wanted from us. Perhaps the biggest challenge their gender departments and build the capacity 
was to develop an integrated strategic approach. of not only the teachers but also the support and 
When we look back we can say that we were admin staff. It was a unique approach. Involving 
able to connect the dots. There were so many the students in undertaking research was a very 
synergies that we were able to develop. A lot of it good initiative. 
was conscious but some of these synergies just 
happened. Luckily were able to identify that these These are some of the things that in my opinion 
grant cycles and ideas could be connected. In the which are well ahead of their time and very 

Q. How would you analyze GEP’s 
effectiveness and success?

A. 

Q. 

A. 

Tell us about the first major challenges. 

Nadia Tariq (center front) at the Year 5 Planning Meeting, June 2014.
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Community Awareness Seminars in Balochistan

A total of 130 participants attended community the following day to observe the interventions. 
awareness seminars held by Women 
Development Department (WDD) in Sibi on It was recommended that more such programs 
October 15 and in Khuzdar on October, 2015. should be conducted for better understanding of 
The aim of this event was to sensitize GBV in the communities. Linkages developed 
communities about reintegration of gender-based with key community members like doctors, 
violence (GBV) survivors and to publicize the judges, lawyers and teachers which would result 
helplines installed under GEP. in better service delivery and referral mechanism.

Government officials, judges, lawyers, police, civil The second seminar was chaired by Vice 
society representatives, teachers, students and Chancellor of Khuzdar Engineering University. 
media attended both events. The speakers highlighted the importance of 

women's rights in Islam, human rights and the 
At the first seminar Chief Guest Mr Rashid effect of GBV on men, women and children. The 
Mehmood, District and Session Judge, Sibi, chief guest recommended that awareness on 
recommended that a separate Dar-Ul-Aman GBV should be part of curriculum in schools. 
should be established in Sibi for better facilitation 
of survivors. Participants appreciated the efforts The seminar resulted in founding strong linkages 
of the Sibi Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Women with stakeholders and commitment of support in 
Centers (SBBWC) staff and GEP for the combating GBV from the government officials 
successful event. The chief guest visited SBBWC and civil society organizations. 

GEP Advocacy

A speaker at the community awareness seminar in Sibi.
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A. 
Q. 
cycles was the most innovative and 
interesting?

A. 

Q. What are you working on currently? 

A. 

Q. Is there any message that you would 
like to give to the team at GEP?

A. 

Q. What would you suggest to improve 
programs like GEP? 

In your opinion which of GEP’s grant 
For a huge program like GEP it is very 

difficult to consolidate the work that has been 
done during the last few years so my main 
suggestion would be to consolidate the themes 

 and whatever new grants that are still left. They 
In my opinion Grant Cycle 2 on should capitalize on the work form the past 

Strengthening Critical Partners was very well because in order to actually create impact it is 
planned in the sense that it set the course for a important to focus on a few areas and then go 
lot of things which followed. We worked with full throttle vertically. Achievement should be 
female lawyers. Mein aur Meray Dost started at extracted from that work already done. 
that time. So I think it was a very good cycle. 
But my personal favorite is Grant Cycle 6 in It is very important to work with the 
which the seamless service delivery model was government and the remaining period should be 
developed because I was extensively involved in invested with the government Women 
it. I was directly engaged with all the shelters in Development Departments. I am aware that a 
building in their capacity, identifying the gaps and lot of work has already been done with them. It 
then trying to strategize how to fill those gaps. is important to make sure that that momentum 
Another reason is that it opened up the space continues. For that it is important to make 
for Grant Cycle 9 on the same theme and many sustainability plans, to identify the areas where 
others to capitalize on the work which was support will be needed and assist in planning 
done during this cycle. and execution. These are the few areas which I 

think GEP should focus on. 

I have worked within GEP and it is very close to 
When I left GEP it was to join a new my heart. I feel proud to be associated with it. I 

position within the Asia Foundation as team am proud that I was able to make a mark, 
manager for a program called Pakistan Religious however small it may be. I will be there if any 
Freedom Initiative. We were required to build assistance is needed. I can write about or 
religious freedom caucuses in Sindh Assembly, represent GEP whenever and wherever needed. 
Punjab Assembly and at the National Assembly 
level. Interestingly, at Sindh level one of our 
partners was Aurat Foundation. It was once 
again a tremendous experience. The duration 
was short for this project. It was only an 18 
months project. In that sense we were working I have a very simple message that we all need 
under pressure as there was a lot to be to believe in the cause that we are working for. 
achieved within a limited time frame. There is no point working in a project if we 

don’t believe in it. So it is very important to 
It was a marvelous learning experience. There internalize what we have been doing over the 
was a very steep learning curve for me. This was years. It is very important to critically analyze 
the first project that I managed on my own. A the gaps that have been pointed out by the 
month ago I took up another role within the research that we have undertaken, and to see 
Asia Foundation as business development how best we can apply ourselves to addressing 
manager. The best thing about this role is that those gaps through the grants in multiple ways. 
you are not confined to just one role. You get a A project cannot just focus on one particular 
flavor of everything that the organization is dimension. The approach has to be 
doing and you get an idea of the challenges of multidimensional and multi-tiered. At a strategic 
program design. level it is important to think in multi-

dimensional terms. 
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center and Toll free helpline at SBBWC” in people as possible. The banners contained 
relevant information to enable audiences to Quetta, Sibi and Khuzdar districts of Balochistan
benefit from the helplines if in need. . 

Eight banners were designed and displayed in 
different locations and at various events to 
publicize the helplines and to reach as many 

WDD's publicity banner displayed at one of its events.

Radio Campaign 

A radio campaign was also conducted to to talk about the helplines. They briefed the 
publicize GEP's work in partnership with WDD audience about the psychological support of the 
in the establishment of helplines. Weekly slots of survivors in Dar-Ul-Aman and Women Crisis 
30 seconds duration and program of 10 minutes Centers at Quetta, Sibi and Khuzdar.
were aired on Radio Pakistan Quetta from 
September to October 15. This campaign was successful in publicizing 

GEP's work in extending the outreach of 
Communication Officer GEP and clinical helplines. 
psychologist GEP participated in the programs 
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Skill Promotion Fair and Advocacy Seminar in Sialkot

A Skill Promotion Fair was organized on 
November 17-18, 2015 for exhibition of 
products developed by 180 home-based women 
workers (HBWW) trained by the specialized 
consultants of Mojaz Foundation under GEP's 
project “Promoting improved livelihoods for 
informal sector workers”. The fair was 
inaugurated by the Minister for Labor and 
Human Resources, Punjab Raja Ashfaq Sarwar.

The aim of this project is to enhance women's 
skills to improve their income generating abilities. 
180 women were selected after a baseline survey 
and trained in stitching, embroidery, table mat 
making, and bag making with marketable designs. type of centers in other districts of Punjab and 

proposed to form a district level committee 
A seminar was also arranged on advocacy efforts comprising all key stakeholders. The seminar was 
to promote public policy support to HBWs. The also addressed by Ms. Umme Laila (Director 
seminar was attended by a large number of Home Net Pakistan), Ms. Sumera Saleem (Aurat 
representatives from legislators, public, private Foundation) and Sardar Ramesh Singh Arora 
and development sectors and appreciated the (Member Provincial Assembly, Punjab). They 
GEP activities for enhancing the women workers stressed on formulation of a comprehensive 
awareness on their rights and labor laws. policy to ensure the right of registration as 

HBWs, right to safe work place, social security 
Provincial Minister, Raja Ashfaq Sarwar, benefits, equal treatment in wages and minimum 
commended the idea of Trade and Facilitation wage offering. The Provincial Minister visited all 
Center for showcasing of the products developed stalls set up by the HBWWs.   
by the HBWWs. He asserted to establish similar 

Publicity of GEP Helplines in Balochistan

Banner campaign 

Women Development Department (WDD) 

conducted a successful publicity campaign to 

disseminate information about its helplines 

through the display of IEC material at Hockey 

Ground and Civil Hospital in Quetta, and at 

Shaheed Benazir Bhutto Women Center 

(SBBWC) in Sibi. This campaign was held from 

September 15 to October 15, 2015. 

WDD is GEP's partner in implementing project 

“Strengthening Women Development 

Department in combating Gender Based 

Violence through establishment of resource 

Banner displayed in front of Civil Hospital Quetta.

An interactive activity during the fair.
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September 15 to October 15, 2015. 

WDD is GEP's partner in implementing project 

“Strengthening Women Development 

Department in combating Gender Based 

Violence through establishment of resource 

Banner displayed in front of Civil Hospital Quetta.

An interactive activity during the fair.
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Survivors trained at Shelters in Lahore 

A 10 days stitching and embroidery 
training course was held by GEP's sub-
grantee Sudhaar Society from 
October 5 to 16, 2015 in which 11 
women survivors of gender-based 
violence (GBV) from the Shelter 
Home of Centre for Legal Aid 
Assistance & Settlement (CLAAS) 
took part. 

During this training the women learnt 
basic techniques of using machines and 
fixing needles according to the needs 
of stitching, taking measurement and 
cutting. They also learnt basic 
embroidery-related needlework, 
drawing designs and painting clothes 
and leather. The instructor at this 
training was herself a survivor of GBV.  

CLAAS is also planning to form small group of learnt how to choose a job, prepare a CV, 
business enterprises to whom they will provide appear in interview, select business and plan 
space and seed money to start businesses by their budget.  Participants learned 
getting orders for school uniforms. Their 3 best communication skills, personality development 
trainees have already got admission for one year and confidence building, among other important 
advance vocational training in TEVT through life-skills. Most of the participants expressed 
Sudhaar Society. This would enable them to their happiness as they said that they were 
work independently.  learning these skills for the first time.

Sudhaar Society also organized 3 days basic Psycho-social counselors will follow up with the 
skills training during the same period at the at survivors to encourage them to think positively 
Darul Amaan shelter. A total of 10 women and share their experience and skills which they 
attended this training. During this training they learnt through trainings with other survivors. 

Survivors working during the training.

Painted designs by trainees. Training in progress at DUA Shleter.
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GEP Trainings

Two hundred home-based workers trained in Quetta

GEP has trained 200 women home-based strong paybacks was the development of 
workers on improving labor skills, developing linkages with different government departments 
new and innovative products and showcasing such as Women Development Department 
them in markets through its sub-grantee (WDD) and Labor Department.  
Balochistan Environmental and Educational 
Journey (BEEJ). This was shared in a grant BEEJ has created a Trade Facilitation and 
closing ceremony held in Quetta on November Communication Center and developed 
24, 2015. A total of 41 people attended the important linkages with government institutions. 
meeting including government officials and This Center will help HBWs of Quetta district 
women home-based workers. by providing the information regarding market 

needs and trends and a place where they can 
Under this sub-grant, home-based workers display their products for the purpose of 
(HBWs) enhanced their skills in product receiving orders. 
development and prototyping, and business 
management. Through the efforts under this Representative of WDD said that HBWs' skills 
sub-grant BEEJ has built local as well as would also be utilized for Women Business 
international linkages. It is hunting different focal Center in Quetta which will be established 
points in Australia, Switzerland and Turkey so under WDD in near future. 
that the improved skills and modified products 
prepared by these workers can find a place in At the end of the meeting, shields were given to 
international markets.  beneficiaries and stakeholders. These shields 

were embellished with beautiful strips of gillum 
Highlighting the achievements of the project, and embroidery done by WHBWs. 
Executive Director of BEEJ said that one of the 

Principal Women Technical Training Center receving shield from CEO, BEEJ.
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Countering Gender-based Violence 

A booklet on Standardized detailed review of existing indicators 
Indicators on Violence against was also conducted by the Technical 
Women in Pakistan was launched Working Group. 
on December 11 2015 in Islamabad 
by National Commission on the The national launching was attended 
Status on Women under GEP's by women's rights activists, academics 
project “Countering Gender-based and researchers, legal and technical 
Violence (GBV) through Research, experts, government officials from key 
Data Strengthening and ministries and representatives from 
Standardization”. Subsequent Pakistan Bureau of Statistics and 
regional launching events were also National Institute of Population 
held in Karachi, Peshawar and Studies (NIPS). They were briefed on 
Lahore. the indicators by NCSW Consultant 

Yasmeen Zaidi and NCSW 
This set of indicators addresses a Chairperson Khawar Mumtaz. Chief 
very crucial gap in data as the Operating Officer of the Aurat 
existing data on violence against Foundation Naeem Mirza, Chief of 
women lacks consistency and Party-Gender Equity Programme Simi 
accuracy. The booklet will be a useful resource for Kamal, Deputy Director Stabilization and 
government statistical agencies and researchers Governance programme of the USAID Edward 

Gonzales, and UN Women's Country . 
Representative Jamshed Kazi also gave their In order to compile these indicators, trends from 
remarks. the Pakistan Demographic and Health Survey 

2012/2013 were observed which highlighted some 
very significant facts. For example, almost 40% of The regional launchings were also attended by 
all married women have experienced abuse at the government officials, activists, academics, 
hands of their partners over the past one year. A researchers and the media. 

NCSW's booklet on Standardized
 Indicators of Violence against 
Women in Pakistan

Laws students participating in orientation session
on GBV.

National Commission on the Status of Women launches indicators 
for Violence against Women in Pakistan

Fifty-five law students, including 29 men and 26 women, 
attended an orientation session on gender-based violence at 
Punjab Law College in Lahore on November 19, 2015. This 
session was held by Center for Legal Assistance and 
Settlement (CLAAS) which is a partner organization of GEP. 

The guest speaker on this occasion was Mr Mehboob Ahmed 
Khan from the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan 
(HRCP). He addressed the students on the important issues 
of women's rights and the importance of combatting 
discrimination in all its forms in Pakistan. 

CLAAS also announced an internship program for law 
students interested in providing legal aid to survivors of 
gender-based violence. 

Orientation on Gender-based Violence for Law Students in Lahore

30

Orientation for corporate sector organizations in Lahore

Gender Equity Program (GEP) 
conducted an orientation meeting with 
14 prominent private sector employers 
on 'Sexual Harassment, Women Friendly 
Workplaces and Labors Law' in Lahore 
on November 27, 2015.
The orientation was organized by 
Attitude, Skill, Knowledge (ASK) which is 
one of the partners of GEP. These 
corporate organizations have signed a 
memorandum of understanding (MOU) 
with ASK. Under the MOU they will 
facilitate internships for women IT 
graduates to help them enter 
professional field.

Women IT graduates trained in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa 

A week-long training for 40 women IT site mock-ups. 
graduates in Abbottabad starting on November A second training was held in Peshawar. A total 
16, 2015 was held by COMSATS, one of GEP's of 21 women graduates learnt about android 
partner universities. Participants developed an mobile application development. The training 
understanding of graphic designing, adobe introduced participants to the development of 
illustrator and toolbar, and how to use these android-based applications, their life cycle, 
applications to design logos, brochures, and web internet structure and environment. 

Orientation for corporate sector organizations in Lahore.

Participants in COMSATS IT training.
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GEP and its sub-grantees have 
been producing Information, 
Education and 
Communication (IEC) 
materials including training 
manuals, publicity posters, 
reports, leaflets, success 
stories, research studies and 
documentaries which convey 
useful information on a wide 
range of issues such as 
gender-based violence, labor 
laws, legislation against 
harassment and women's 
capacity-building.

Besides educating and 
informing their immediate 
audiences, these materials will 
have a long term impact for 
many years to come as a 
valuable resource on gender 
issues in Pakistan.

Sixty-seven survivors of gender-based violence 
(GBV) received free medical check-ups during a 
free medical camp arranged at the Dar ul Amaan 
(DUA)'s shelter in Lahore on November 28, 
2015. This camp was organized by the Insan 
Foundation Trust (IFT), a partner organization of 
Gender Equity Program. 

This initiative was part of the Lahore Seamless 
Service Delivery Hub, which provides GBV 
survivors with health, legal, psycho-social, and 
economic support. IFT organized this camp with 
the help of the medical and legal officers trained 
under the hub to commemorate the 16 days of 
activism against GBV campaign. 

Medical camp organized for GBV survivors in Lahore

Free medical camp at Lahore DUA.
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